Abstract. Let 0 < p < oo, f(x) e Lp(U.n), and supp Ff be bounded, where F is the Fourier transform. We will prove in this paper that the sequence ll-DQ/]|i/|a'; a > o , has the same behavior as the sequence sup |£Q|'/I<«I; {esuppf/ a > 0. In other words, if we know all "far points" of supp Ff, we can wholly describe this behavior without any concrete calculation of ||Z)a/||p , a > 0 . A Paley-Wiener-Schwartz theorem for a nonconvex case, which is a consequence of the result, is given.
Introduction
The following result showing a relation between behavior of the sequence of norms of derivatives of a function and the support of its Fourier transform [2] has been proved: Let This result is of value in the theory of Sobolev spaces of infinite order, in particular, in studying imbedding theorems for Sobolev spaces of infinite order [3] [4] [5] .
The question arises as to what happens for the rc-dimensional case? In this paper we give a complete answer to this question. It should be noted that here we do not assume any restriction on geometrical properties of supp/ (which is called the spectrum of /).
We will use the following standard notation: a = (ax, ... , a") £ Z*".; D = (Dx,...,Dn); Dj = g.,j = 1,...,«; Da = D? -D? ; sp(/) = supp/.
And we presuppose that 0° = jj = 1, g = oo for k > 0, f(x) £ S?', and /(*)*0.
Results
We will show the following Theorem 1. Let 0 < p < oo, f(x) £ LP(R") and sp(/) be bounded. Then (1) lim(\\D°f\\p/sup\c:"\)l/lal = llal-oo Sp(/)
To prove Theorem 1 we need the following results: Let 0 < p < q < oo and K cW be compact. Denote by MKp the class of all functions in &" n Lp(Rn) such that sp(f) c K. The following Nikolsky inequality is well known the ( [9] , [10, Proof of Theorem 1. We divide the proof into three cases. Case 1 (1 < p < oo). We first establish the following inequality
for any point £ £ sp (/).
Actually, let £° e sp(/), & ^ 0, j = 1,..., n. (It is easy to show later that there exist such points because of p < oo.) For the sake of convenience, we assume that & > §, j = I, ... ,n . We fix a number 0 < e < i min £° and choose a domain G with a smooth boundary such that £° £ G and G c {£ :
£° -e < Zj < {J + e, j = 1,...,«}.
Further we fix a function «(<*;) € C0°°(G) such that £° e supp(t)/). Then o) (mte),w(Z)) = {f(x),<p(x)), 
where l/p +\/q= 1 . On the other hand, there exists a constant C > 0 such that (7) ||»||i|lw«||,<C, <*>0. for all \fi\ <2n and a > 0. Therefore, there is an absolute constant C3 such that
So we have proved (7) with C = C3^"||u||i. Combining (6) and (7) we obtain
Therefore, since e > 0 is arbitrarily chosen and n(V) ] s^-we obtain (2) (with <*; = £°) by letting e -0. Now we prove (2) for "zero points": Let £° € sp(/), £° # 0, and £° • ■ • £° = 0. For the sake of convenience, we assume that {? > 0, j = 1,..., k, and £k+l = •■■ = ^ = 0 (I < k < n). Then it is enough to show (2) only for indices a such that ak+x = • ■ • = an = 0. Then the proof is analogous to the above one after the following modification of choosing e : We fix a number 0 < e < A min & . Letting /z -> 1, we get lim sup K7| < sup |^|.
To prove (11) it remains to show that (12) Iimsup|cf|>sup|<^|.
Let £* e sp(/) such that \£*P\ = sup|^|. Then it follows from p < oo that the
distribution /(£) cannot concentrate on the hyperplanes £/ = 0, j = 1, ... , n (this fact will be shown later). Therefore, \£*P\ > 0. Furthermore, let n be an arbitrary point of sp(/). Then we will show later that the restriction of the distribution /(£) on any neiborhood of n also does not concentrate on Letting w -» oo, we obtain (12) and then (11). Further, given k > 1, there is a number /c > 1 such that k\k^\ > |£*^|.
Therefore, it follows from (10)- (11) and (2) We fix a domain G D sp(/) and a function y/ £ Cq°(C7) such that y/(£) equals 1 in some neighborhood of sp(/). Further, let 0 < q < 1 . We put ha(£) = y(0€a, & >0. Then it follows from Holder's inequality that for any s>n(l/q-l/2) \\F-'ha\\<>= j(\ha(l;)\2yl2dZ
\\F-lha\\q<C'\\ha\\{s),
where C = C'(s, q) is independent of ha .
Combining (14), the topological equality 77^) = Wk2(R"), and By the result just obtained, it is enough to show (1) only for multi-indices a > 0 such that sup|£a| > 0 and denote by P the set of all such as multispif)
indices. Second we notice that inequalities (2) and (19) have been proved for 1 < p < 00.
Next we prove that (21) (P) hm (||Z>0/l|oo/sup|£0|),/l°!>l. (7) any a e Jix...ik and, by taking a subsequence, without loss of generality we may assume that for some £* £ sp(/) (26) (•//,.../*) lim Q£ = r.
|q|-co
Now we consider two cases of £*:
If <*;*. ^ 0, j = 1,..., k, then, obviously, (7) which together with (2) and (22) for any S > 0.
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On the other hand, by an argument used in the proof of equality (11), we get (32) (7,,.,J lim sup|<ri1/|a| = sup|^|.
IQH°° Qi Qs
Further, let m8 £ Q\/m : \m0fi\ = sup|<*f^|, m > 1 . Then there exist a subse-Q\/m quence {mk} (for simplicity of notation we assume that mk = k, k > I) and a point 6* £ Q such that m6 -* 6*, m -> oc. Then 0 < supl^l < lim |m6^| = |0^|. 
7=1
On the other hand, it follows from the Nikolsky inequality that f(x) £ L^ .
Therefore, as shown above, F~](tpjf)(x) is independent of Xj, which is possible only if F~x(<pjf)(x) = 0 because of \\F-\<Pjf)\\P<\\F~X<Pj\\l\\f\\P<™ and p < oc. Therefore, / must concentrate on the hyperplanes & = £j = 0, i, j £ {I, ... , n}, i ^ j. Repeating the above arguments, taking account of p < oo, we obtain supp/ c {0}, which is impossible because of p < oc and f(x)£0.
Further, let n be an arbitrary point of sp(/). Then analogously we can prove that the restriction of /(<!;) on any neighborhood of rj also cannot concentrate on the hyperplanes <£,-= 0, j = 1,..., n.
Case 3 (0 < p < 1). The inequality lim (\\irf\\pl*vv\Za\)XM>i |a|-co sp (/) follows from the Nikolsky inequality and Case 1. The inverse inequality
IlnT (||77a/llp/suPri)1/|a|<l M-oo sp (7") can be proved in the same way as shown above with the following modification of (15) Remark 1. By an easier way we can prove Theorem 1 for functions defined on torus T".
Remark 2. Theorem 1 still holds for the case of fractional derivatives. And it can be extended to the cases of other derivatives as Riesz' or Bessel's ones (see [8] 
